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About This Game

Virtual Foosball

Virtual Foosball is a foosball simulation for Windows. The game is playable in a singleplayer modus with 5 premade difficulty
levels. you can also create your own difficulty level to have an equivalent enemy to your own skills. There is also a multiplayer

modus for 1 vs 1 games against your friends and the Steam community.

The game contains the option to customize your foosballtable layout a little bit. You can change the look of the tableframe, the
colour of the players , the look of the field and the color of the ball to design yourself a table that you like.

To control the game you just need your mouse and your keyboard. With the mouse you can move the rods back and forth or
shoot with dynamic speed.

You are automatically playing the players that are close to the ball and the keeper is played by an AI. But you can play every
player you like instead of the computers choise by pressing a key on the keyboard.
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Title: Virtual Foosball
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Shrimmeling Studio
Publisher:
Shrimmeling Studio
Release Date: 7 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 660

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires broadband internet connection for multiplayer

English
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virtual foosball table. virtual foosball

Side-scrolling space-shooter, with an authentic Spectrum 128k design. Even comes with QAOP keyboard controls if you so
desire. A must for old-hand spectrum gamers. Music is good, but lacks the Rob Hubbard/Jonathan Dunn style class.

Graphics 9/10
Sound 7/10
Playability 9/10
Overall 9/10. This review was last updated April 17th, 2018

The current version of the game (which runs on Flash) is broken mess with very little content, and it hasn't been updated since
May 2015 (almost 3 years ago). The developer was allegedly working on upgrading the game to the Unreal Engine, however he
does not currently have the resources to do this and was making another game in order to fund the development of this one. That
other game was originally projected to be released in March 2016 and was never released. He has gone back to creating this
game, and it still hasn't been updated.

I highly doubt that this game will ever be finished.. It's great, but for the love of everything holy, TURN OFF NARRATION. It
doesn't track with clicking ahead, so unless you only read as fast as the narrator speaks - and I bet you read faster - you'll be
constantly bombarded by a voice telling you lines you clicked past 30-60 seconds before. Incredibly annoying.

*whew* Got that out of my system. Anyway, this game (more of a massive choose-your-own-adventure book than a GAME) is
very clever and very funny, if occasionally irritating. The humor is surprisingly arch and for all of the "choosing" that happens in
a choose-your-own-adventure, this one can be unexpectedly railroading at times: lots of "but that doesn't make sense; are you
sure you wouldn't rather xxx?" or "humor" that practically qualifies as self-impressed liberalism writ large.

I do recommend it; it really is funny and clever and interesting. But I'm not sure I plan on reading Dinosaur Comics again any
time soon after playing this.. After some initial problems running the game due to an unknown OSX bug, this game REALLY
comes into its own. It's super-fun, easy-to-grok, and fantastically-well-made. Kind of wish there were an iOS or Android port of
the game as it seems like it'd be a great way to pass the time on a short train-ride. Highly recommended if you're a fan of the
DOS game "Starship".. Casual puzzle game that should entertain children and FaceBook moms alike, by swapping gems on grids
while computer-controlled goons try to move them. So simple. Definitely not Bejewled. And it's got pretty space backgrounds
and soothing music.
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Do not get this game, it is sooo bad... I love football, but this is just horrible.. Mixed reviews? this game is awesome to me.
Some fun space game.. The absolute best "retro" style game on Steam. I have a lot more than the apparent 3 hours put into it,
but on Offline Mode. This game genuinely looks and sounds like an 8-bit game and plays like a NES game. On first play
through of each level, it feels difficult but never frustrating. Once you've died a couple of times though, you should be able to
play back to that point without dying once; it's incredibly fair. Due to being able to choose your level once you've reached it, the
difficulty on normal mode isn't quite NES levels but it makes up for this by having 3 or 4 sections to each level that could be
considered individual levels (often with a boss in each section). Controls, particularly with a gamepad (though keyboard is fine
for this game), are great altogether. Some levels feel like Ninja Gaiden or Vice: Project Doom, while there are segments that
feel more like Shinobi III (the jet ski sections specifically) but with 8-bit graphics. Really an incredible job done on it.
Recommended at any price.. I honestly never expected writing this good from a fanservice-filled anime game. It might be an
action-packed hack-and-slash about top-heavy ninja girls, but like seriously I did not expect to find such a good story to
accompany the gameplay and eye candy.. Incredibly effective building, decent map, and great mission.. Another great expansion
for order of battle. Highly recommended.. I intend to say yes but there's quite a few factors to why this game fail in some ways,
at least the game is running that's the good news. Afar from that if you don't mind the Spore Engine which is from 2006 or 2008
when it's already 2015 then this review is not for you.

1. UI looks plain
2. Graphic texture looks like it's 8-10 years old (I'm running an Nvidia Geforce 780ti, if you are wondering)
3. Pathfinding for Mim need some makeover
4. Game is just built for old hardware that can't run with more processing of trees, Mims, land, and everything. (this is 2015)
5. Camera control is complicated out by dev, instead of just using 3rd mouse button (wheel button) to turn and adjust camera
north and south axis turning axis is bind in with different keys at awkward spots.

This is up to you to judge and decide for yourself if you want to use your money on this no one is stopping you.. Great game to
burn some free time on, even though the price tag is a little steep considering the mobile version is free I would still recommend
this game to creative and veterans from the mobile platform.. For an indie VR game in it's first stages, this game is amazing.

Even on first start up I spent hours messing around. The physics is well designed, and the selection of paint is great.

The only improvement I could think of is adding more locations. Currently there are only 3, (plus a few experiemental ones like
trucks and garage doors with total black sorroundings).

Overall, worth to buy.
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